
 

 
JD For Social Media Volunteer Team 

Introduction 

  

Thank you so much for considering adding your help. Every volunteer, every person who joins us, every 
letter, and every action gets us closer to two things in feminist utopia - winning the campaign for 
emergency accommodation for survivors of domestic abuse, and building a community of feminist 
campaigners ready to take on the world. We’re so grateful for you considering being part of it. 

Love and Power is a new feminist organisation that has built the campaign Some Women Need To Walk. 

Some Women Need to Walk is a campaign for emergency accommodation for survivors of domestic 

abuse. This is always crucial,  but has become even more urgent during the pandemic as domestic 

violence rates soar under lock down – whilst buildings and hotels are empty. In the past two months 

80,000 people have taken action with the campaign – by signing a petition, taking part in a public action 

of ‘donating’ their daily exercise, writing to their MPs, or all of the above. 

  

In the next four months we’ve got two aims. The first aim is building training that allows us to grow a 

community of feminists who are able and willing to take action. Our training is going to be delivered 

through regular hour long trainings and two multi day Intersectional Feminist Boot Camps (one for 

under 18s and one for adults). Our second aim is moving the campaign forward to ensure survivors of 

domestic abuse have a place to go when they need to leave.  You can read more about us by going to 

loveandpower.co.uk or see this Huffington Post profile of us at 

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/socially-distanced-protest-against-domestic-violence-looks-like

_uk_5eaa8152c5b648d16202d2b1 

  

What will social media volunteers do? 

Our social media volunteers will be responsible for building the work that is happening offline into a 
meaningful online presence that allows for others to be able to find us, interact with us, and grow 
support for the campaign.  We specifically are asking for their help on: 

· Devising a strategy on how best to transition our social media handles from Some Women 
Need to Walk to Love and Power as their new parent organisation 

· Setting and working towards social media targets  

· Creating inclusive content for our social media channels 

· Identifying which demographics we’re reaching, which we’re not and what we can do to fill 
those gaps 

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/socially-distanced-protest-against-domestic-violence-looks-like_uk_5eaa8152c5b648d16202d2b1
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/socially-distanced-protest-against-domestic-violence-looks-like_uk_5eaa8152c5b648d16202d2b1
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/socially-distanced-protest-against-domestic-violence-looks-like_uk_5eaa8152c5b648d16202d2b1


 

· Building relationships online with specific journalists, celebrities and domestic abuse 
organisations 

·  Use social media to promote the activities and achievements of Love and Power, in 

the short term this will focus on our feminist bootcamp 

 If you have a particular area of knowledge or an interest area you would like to pursue, we 

would be excited to support you to do so  

  

What support and resources do you get? 

  

· First of all, we are making our first hire – a logistics hero – for intersectional feminist boot 

camp. So one thing to be clear about is that our social media volunteers will not have to do 

some of the harder work around setting up or drafting long form content for anyone who 

wants to go on Intersectional Feminist Boot Camp – we just need your wisdom, talent, 

enthusiasm and skill to help to spread the word! 

· A meeting with the directors of Love and Power once a month for an hour to check in on 

social media – that’s where we look through the past month, review the next one, plan 

joyful feminist revolution, and see how you’re all doing 

· A budget to spend on trying to achieve the aims above. This is a from a donation made to us 

and we cannot spend it on salaries (sorry, this is why it’s a volunteer position) but it can be 

spent on facebook, insta, and twitter adverts, content production or resources that you 

think will allow you to make this brilliant 

· A free place on Intersectional Feminist Boot Camp for the volunteer themselves - we want 

everyone who enters the Love and Power space to be able to learn and grow more as they 

do. One way we’re paying this forward this year is granting free places to every volunteer. 

  

What is the time commitment and process for volunteers in this role? 

· We are working on a cycle of four months – we ask folks to step up for four months, and 

then at the end of it they can decide to step back, or continue. For these four months (July– 

October) we’re asking everyone to make sure they can commit at least 6 hours a month to 

this work, including one hour to be on a weekday evening or Sunday for the check in. 

· If you would like to apply for the social media volunteer team please email 

womenneedtowalk@gmail.com with your name, phone number, any relevant experience 

around social media or campaigning, and a line about what you’d be most excited to do. 

· One of the directors of Love and Power will call you for a twenty minute conversation to 

explain the background of the campaign and introduce ourselves, so that you can check it’s 

the right fit for you. 

· We then will bring together our social media volunteer team  to plan together and decide 

how we want to work together in early July.  Each volunteer will need to sign our 

responsible data use policy, and we’ll talk through some of the aims we have. 

  

 


